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Constraints on PCA challenge
to state taxation

The U.S. Supreme Couri recently addressed the significance of the "United States
instrumentality" status granted entities in the Farm Credit System. The Court held
in Arkansas v. Farm Credit Services ofCentral Arkansas, _U.S._, 117 S.Ct. 1776,
_L.Ed.2d_ (1997), reversing, 76 F.3d 961 (8th Cir. 1996), that Production Credit
Associations' (PCAs') status as instrumentalities of the United States does not
exempt them from Tax Injunction Act constraints. 28 U.S.C.§ 1341. The Tax
Injunction Act provides that district courts cannot enjoin assessment or collection of
taxes imposed by state law. A judicially created exception removes that constraint
when the United States sues to protect itself or its instrumentalities from state
taxation. Department ofEmployment v. United States, 385 U.s. 355, 87 S.Ct. 464, 17
L.Ed.2d 414 (1966).
•
In depth:Hedge-to
The Farm Credit Act of 1971 exempts PCAs from state taxes on their "notes,
arri ve contracts in
debentures, and other obligations" (12 U.S.C. § 20771 and designates PCAs
the courts"instrumentalit[iesJ of the United States." (12 U.S.C. § 207Hb)(7)). Farm Credit
Part II
Senrices argued that PCAs should be immune from Arkansas sales and income taxes
as well. It sought declaratory judgment and injunctive reliefin a federal district court.
The Supreme Court held that although PCAs are defined as United States
•
Cooperative tax
instrumentalities, they are not the kind ofinstrumentalities that can, without joining
decision suggests
the United States as co-plaintiff, avoid the jurisdictional restrictions of the Tax
re-assessment
Injunction Act. Important consequences flow from instrumentality status but such
entities can "enjoy the benefit and immunities conferred by explicit statutes...
without the further inference that the instrumentality has all the rights and
•
Federal Register
privileges of the National Government." PCAs resemble private entities distinguish
in brief
able from government agencies that have regulatory or other powers associated with
governmental authority. "[PCAs'] interests are not coterminous with those of the
Government any more than most commercial interests."
Because PCAs do not fit within the judicially created exception to the Tax
-----'-------~
Injunction Act, the district court lacked jurisdiction to enjoin Arkansas from applying
Solicitation ofarticles: All AALA
its sales and income tax laws to PCAs. The Court did not reach the immunity issues
members are invited to submit
raised by the PCA.
articles to the Update. Please in·
~ames R. Baarda, The Ackerson Group, Washington, D.C.
elude copies ofdecisions and leg
islation with the article. To auoid
duplication ofeffort, please notify
the Editor of your proposed ar
ticle.
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A fresh approach to putting
new farmers on the land
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•

Taxpayer Relief Act
of 1997

•

FSA emergency
loans and FSA

disaster set-aside

This past week we had house guests~Louis Lorvellec, a French agricultural law
professor and his wife Soizic, a legal scholar. Louis directs a graduate program on food
and agribusiness law at the University of Nantes in the west of France. Each summer
for six years I have taught a course to his students on American agricultural law and
policy and almost every year he comes to Drake [University, Des Moines I to teach our
students about European law. This summer his class examined the relation between
the World Trade Organization and agricultural trade.
One of the many pleasures of visiting France is beingin a society which appreciates
high quality locally produced food and which understands the importance of support
ing a diverse farm economy. France is very concerned about preserving rural life as
part of its national identity and has implemented various programs to help do so.
While some of their approaches may have limited application here~ for example we
will probably not see labels of origin for soybeans raised in Adams county (though we
might see Muscatine melons)-----Qther French concepts have potential application.
One of the most intriguing French legal institutions~bothbecause of the power of
the concept and what it says about the commitment to people-is SAFER or les
Continued on page 2

NEW FARMERSICONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

societes d'ame/lagemeht (ancier et
d'eia bl is~ement rural-roughly translated
as the society for rural planning and reo
settling farms. Theinstitution, now owned
and financed as a non-governmental co
operative, was created in ] 960 under
President de Gualle with start-up fund
ing from the national government (a his
tory not unlike our farm credit system),
In simplest terms, SAFER functions as a
potential purchaser whenever farmland
is put up for sale anywhere in the nation.
The purpose of SAFER is to help new
farmers buy land and to assist people
already farming-such small farrners
acquire additional land to be successful.
French agTiculture faces many ofthe same
problems as American agriculture. The
farm population is aging and for each new
farm started, five farmers retire. Our
challenges are similar-how to give young
people with little money access to land
and help retiring farmers pass on their
farms, all while limiting conversion of
farmland to non-agricultural uses.
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can buy farmland-for example a 1980's
reform of mortgage foreclosure law gives
some former owners the right to TPpur
chase their land ifit is resold and under
Iowa's anti-corporate farming law cer
tain businesses cannot own farmland.
Several state programs assist people buy
ing farms-most notably the agricul tural
development authority's "aggie bond" pro
gram and "Farm-On:' which matches re
tiring farmers with young people, Inno
vative private efforts such as "AG Con
nect" arp helping people make these con
nections. All the French have done is tie
their effort to put new people on the land
with an effective legal device to infiure
that when farms come on the market,
society has some ability to shape the fu
ture ofrural life. At a 1995 national SAFER
conference in Le Mans, Christine Lam
bert, President of the National Young
Farmers, said her members "want more
neighbors not more acres." One reason we
will probably never adopt more active
approaches to shape rural society, such
as SAFER, is because most American
farmers (and landowners I would answer
that question the other way.
-Neil D Hamilton, Director,
Agricultllrall.,mc Center,
Drake ClJirersity,
Des .l'f'!oines, Iowa

SAFER helps France meet these chal
lenges in a fairly simple and direct man
ner. Whenever owners of farmland want
to sell, under national law they must
notify the local agency of SAFER. It then
has sixty days to decide whether to pur
chase the land at the price the owner is
asking, The frequency of SAFER pur
chases varies by region and depends on
whether there are new farmers waitingto
buy. Most sales to SAFER are voluntary
but by law it can decide to pre-empt a sale
for seven reasons. The first is to resettle
new farmers while the second is to bring
a neighboring farm up to the size set hy
local agricultural development authori
ties, Another objective is to prevent the
separation of farmland from the build
ings and houses. lUnder French law ten
ants, family members, and workers have
a right to buy the land even before SAFER!l
If the SAFER does not exercise its option
then the sale can go through. If SAFER
does buy a farm but has not sold it within
five years the former owners can sue to
annul the purchase. After 35 years in
existence SAFER has been involved in
the sale of about 2lJ'r of all the farmland in
France
Could we benefit by having a law Like
SAFER to give local authorities the right
to purchase and Tesellland to new farm
ers? No doubt the reaction by many to this
idea will be ''It's a socialist intervention in
the free market and violates our Ameri
can ideal of the free alienability of land,"
Bu t we already place restrictions on who

ThiFo article original~y appeared in the
July 21, 1997 D(~s Moines Hegi:::ter and is
reprinted with the permission uf th(~ au
thur.

HEDGE-TO-ARRIVE/Cont. from page 7
An Analysis 01 Off-Exchange Commodity-8asedIn
slrumenls, 41 Bus. Law. 853 (1986).
45 Cole, supra nole 22, at 254,
46 Report to Congressional Committees, supra
note 35, al 20.
"959 F. Supp. 428 (W.o. Mich. 1997).
" 18 U.s.C. §§ 1962(a), 1962(c)(1994).
" [1997J Comm. FUI. L. Rep. (CCH) W26,691
(CFTC May 15, 1996).
50 For an analysis of this gUidance letter based on
the work of lask force of the Nationat Grain and Feed
Association (NGFA), see Barreff, supra nole 32, at
169-74.
" Christopher R. Keltey, CFTC Issues "l7edge-Io
amve" con/raelpo/icy andgUIdance statements, 13
Agric. L. Updale 4 (June, 1996).
52 Susan A. Schneider, Hedge 10 arn've contracts
In Chapler 12bankruplcy, 13 Agoc. L. Update 4 (Ocf.
1996)(inctudes discussion of HTA conlracts as
executory contracfs).
53 Remedies for shorted bailors (warehouse op
eration) and unpaid sellers (grain dealer operation) in
elevator bankruptcies are discussed at Pedersen
and Meyer, Agr/cullural Law In a NUlshe11217-25
(West 1995).
~ Cafe, supra note 22, al 253-54.
55 Trade Options on the Enumerated Agricultural

Commodities 62 Fed. Reg. 31,375 (1997)(advance
notice proposed IUlemaking for 17C. FR. pt. 32),5ee
CFTC seeks comments on ag trade options, 69
Feedstuffs 3 (June 16, 1997). Note that off-exchange
trade options on most nonagriculrura( commodities
are penniffed. Nolice of Pubtic Meetmgs, 62 Fed.
Reg. 33,379 (1997)(on CFTCIDiv. Econ. Analysis
Study Polley Allemallves Relallng 10 Agni:. Trade
Opllons and OIher Agni:. Risk Shifting Conlracls
hffp:llwww.cffcgovlag8.htm.)
" CFTC: ag Irade opllons plan In works, ttt.
AgriNews Al0 (June 6, 1997).
" See Heather Jones, CFTCsuggesls regulalory
opllons lor lifting ban on ag Irade apllons, 69
Feedstuffs_ (June 9, 1997).
58 For an argument in favor of lifting the ban on ag
trade options, see Barreff, supra note 32 at 177-79.
59 Jean Caspers-Simmet. FB offers new 'sa/ely
nel'lorlowa crops. AgnNews A 1 (Dec. 12, 1996).
ro In 1997, the Indiana legisiature amended an
existing grain statute to require all contracts after 6
30-97 for the purchase of grain from producers,
except flat price contracts, to include a cautionary
notice about risks of future payments to maintain the
contract, a lower sales price. unspecified risks and
other maffers. tnd. HEA 1915. Sec. 19, Pamph. 2C,
Bums 1997 Advance Leg Ser
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Cooperative tax decision suggests re-assessment
A simple transaction between a coopera·
tive and its patrons has yielded ajudicial
decision tha t casts some doubt on the
"single tax" principle running throughout
the cooperative-patron relationship. The
single tax principle usually associated
with cooperatives' patronage refund sys
tems may not be as clearly defined as once
thought, at least in the Eleventh Circuit.
SubchapterT (i.R.C.
1381-881 allows
a cooperative to deduct patronage refunds
allocated and paid to patrons on a patron
age basis generated from business done
with or for those patrons. This same prin

**

ciple applies when part of the patronage

.- ,

refund is paid in the form of cooperative
equity with "qualified written notices of
allocation" rather than cash. One condi
tion for this treatment is that the patron
consent to take the entire amount of the
patronage refund into account for tax
purposes whether received in cash or as
cooperative equity. The cooperative's sub
sequent redemption of the equity (pay
ment of cash for the equity) brings no tax
adjustment" to either the cooperative or
the patron.
If the cooperative notifies the patron
holding such an equity interest that re
demption is in an amount le!:3t; than the
f.'1ce value taken into account by the pa
tron when is~med, the patron recognizes a
loss. The cooperative. on the other hand,
had originally deducted the entire amount
because it was paid to the patron a!:3 a
patronage refund, When equity is re
deemed at less than face value, the coop
erative has not "foHowed through" on the
patronage refund process upon which the
deduction and single tax system is based.
The IRS argues that the problem is solved
by' appl,ying the tax benefit rule to the
cooperative. This requires the coopera
tive to recognize as taxable income the
difference between the amount for which
it claimed patronage refund deduction
and the amount actually paid to patrons
either as original cash payment or as cash
redemption of qualified written notices of
allocation.
In a recent decision the Court of Ap
peals for the Eleventh Circuit treated
patronage refund and redemptionassepa
rate transactions and refused tn apply the
tax benefit rule to connect the two. Gold
Kist, Illc. u. Comm'r, 110 F.3d 769 111th
Cir. 1997).
Gold Kist is a corporation operating on
a cooperative basis subject to Subchapter
T. In prior years, it paid patronage re
funds in equity form as qualified written
notices ofallocation, claiming a deduction
for the face amount, Patrons agreed to
take that amount into account for income
tax purposes. Under certain defined cir
cumstances, Gold Kist subsequently re
deemed the equity at a discount based

upon expected time to redemption, de
fined discount rates and other factors.
The difference between the patronage
based equity's face value and the amount
paid in redemption was transferred from
the patrons' allocated account and placed
in unallocated cooperative "retained earn
ings."
The IRS contended that the tax benefit
rule requires Gold Kist to include in its
gross income the difference between the
stated value of the written notices ofallo
cation qualified under I.R.C. §
1388(c)( 1llB)1 and deductible under I.R.C.
§ 1382(bll and the amount actually paid
out to patrons, Gold Kist claimed that its
original deduction was conditioned only
on the patrons' agreement to account for
the refund for tax purposes and that later
discounting is not inconsistent with that
premise. Gold Kist in fact contended that
nothing requires any amount at all ever
be paid out to the patron to support its
original deduction. [Gold Kist also claimed
that I.R.C. § 311fal providing for non
recognition ofincome upon a corporation's
redemption of stock for cash applied. The
Tax Court (104 T.C. 6961 had rejected
that argument; the Circuit Court did not
reach the issue, I
The judiciallywcreated tax benefit rule
is deslglled to correct transactional ineq
uities created by annual accounting sys
tems. According to the rule as detailed in
Hillsburo Nat'l Bank v. Comm 'r, 460 U.S.
370, 103S.Ct.1134, 75L.Ed.2d 130119831,
an initial tax reporting method can be
corrected subsequently when an appar
ently completed transaction rewopens un
expectedly in a subsequent tax year that·
makes the initial tax reporting method
fundamentally inconsistent with the
premise upon which the deduction was
originally based.
Tbe court in Gold Kist held that the
patronage refund transaction was com
pleted upon the refund's payment and
recognition by the recipient patron. "The
statutory scheme created by Congress
does not require the cooperative to guar
antee that written notices of allocation
qualified by consent pursuant to §
1388fc)(l JIB) will be redeemed at a cer
tain time or at a certain amount." The
transaction is complete, not to be re
opened in subsequent years. The court
added that when patronage refunds are
paid in equity interests, the interests in
volved are no longer patronage refunds
but are reinvestments in the cooperative.
The court further noted that redemption
at discounted value is not fundamentally
inconsistent with the single tax principl~
because the time value of money under
mines the equivalence of redemption at
face value for twenty·year-old equity inw
terests.

This ruling may have fundamental im
plications for the present generally-un
derstood cooperative tax scheme as well
as to the integrity of the Subchapter T
!:3ingle-tax doctrine's application to non·
cash patronage refund payments, For
example, a cooperative may pay patron
age refunds in qualified written notices of
allocation in year one and take a deduc
tion for the full face value. Patrons can·
sent to recognize the full amount of the
refund for tax purposes, and the
cooperative's books reflect an allocated
equity account for each patron. In year
two, the cooperative declares that the
equity will never be redeemed, issues a
qualified notice to that effect to equity
holders, eliminates the patron's allocated
account and transfers the full amount to
a retained earnings account. The patron
recognizes a loss for the full amount ofthe
equity not redeemed. The final result is
that the cooperative retains the amount
that would have gone to the patrons as
patronage refunds through the redemp
tion process, pays no tax on the patronage
refund original1y declared, and has a tax
free addition to its retained earnings ac
count. Patrons recognize none of the in
come on the patronage refund received in
equity because they claim a loss upon
receiving the notice that the equity which
they preViously declared for income tax
purposes will not be redeemed,
-James R. Baarda, The Ackerson
Group, Washington, D.C.

Federal Register
in brief
The following is a selection of items
that were published in the Federal Regi",·
ter from July' 24 to August 7,1997.
1. Farm Service Agency; Disaster set
aside probrram-second instal1ment set
aside; interim rule with request for com
ments; comments due 9/30/97. 62 Fed.
Reg. 41,251.
2, Farm Service Agency; Handlingpay
ments from FSA to delinquent FSA Farm
Loan Program borrowers; interim rule
with request for comments; comments
due 9/30/97. 62 Fed. Reg. 41,794.
3. FCIC; Ineligibility for programs un
der the Federal Crop Insurance Act; final
rule; effective date 9/4/97. 62 Fed. Reg,
42,037.
-Linda Grim A-!cCormick, A/urn, TX
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Hedge-to-arrive contracts in the courts-part IJ©
By Donald B. Pedersen
NOTE: Part I of this article appeared in
14 Agricultural Law Update 1 (Aug. 1997)
and included sections entitled: Troubled
times; What are HTA contracts?; and
Jurisdiction. Endnote numberingcontin
ues in this part ]) with number 20, and
there are important references herein to
the example of an HTA contract set forth
in part I.
Legal theories
Much is at stake in the HTA contract
litigation. Losses in the Corn Belt may
exceed $1 billion-traceable in the final
analysis to margin calls. Neil Harl has
written that the "saga of hedge- to-arrive
contracts promises to be the most trau
matic phenomenon to hit the agricultural
sector since the fann debt crisis of the
19808."20 Neil Hamilton is critical of el
evators and farmers alike whose "greed,"
he suggests, has been a major factor in the
"overuse and misuse" of"gimmicky" HTA
contracts.:!1 Others see the HTA crisis as
one where many well-intentioned people.
grain dealers and farmers alike, were
simply trying to allocate economic risks
in a legitimate commercial manner and
got caught in a rare market swing. What
ever one's view, the financial future of
many individual fanners is now in ques
tion. The solvency ofan unknown number
of grain dealers is threatened, and. in the
case of certain cooperative elevators, eq
uities of members are at risk. 22 And, some
agricultural lenders face losses. How will
the grain dealer against farmer cases
play out substantively?
The procedural posture oflitigants var
ies significantly in cases reported to date.
In North Central, F.S., Inc. v. B rown 'l3,for
example, the North Central elevator has
sued for declaratory judgment to have its
HTAs declared valid (exempt from regu
lation under the Commodity Exchange
Act (CEA)), to declare fanners obligated
to deliver corn. to win damages for repu
diation and for lost revenues, to impose a
constructive trust on corn, to correct un
just enrichment, and for other relief.
Donald B. Pedersen is Professor of Law,
UniuersityofArkansas, Fayetteville. Copy
right © 1997 Donald B. Pedersen. All
rights reserved. No copyright claimed in
quoted material. Many thanks to Chris
topher R. Kelley, Robert Luedeman, and
Susan Schneider, who provided comments
on an earlier draft of Part II of this ar
ticle. Opinions expressed herein are solely
the author's, as is responsibility for any
errors or omissions.

Fanners have counterclaimed fordeclara
tory judgment that the HTAs are illegal
futures and void, for damages and rescis
sion based on fraud under 7 U.S.C. § 6b.
for rescission and actual and punitive
damages for common law fraud, for ac
tual and punitive damages for negligence,
and alternatively for damages for breach
of contract. In other cases, the farmers
are plaintiffs, but the causes of action are
essentially the same. In yet other
cases,there may be allegations by grain
dealers of contract rights to recover mar
gin call payments, or allegations by farm
ers of grain dealer RICO violations. or
wrongs by commodity brokers. 24 Some
cases are being handled in arbitration,
but with many of the same issues. 25 Cer
tain cases are being pursued by fanners
as reparations claims. 26 What follows is a
brief look at some of the primary legal
theories in these cases, often pleaded in
the alternative.

Misrepresentation
In some instances, farmers, in defend
ing against specific perfonnance and dam
age claims brought against them, are bas
ing their defense on alleged misrepresen
tations by the plaintiffgrain dealer. Affir
mative farmer claims for damages are
also being so based. Such claims are very
fact specific and require precise pleading.
Actionable misrepresentations under
state law may exist if there is proof that
representatives of the grain dealer in
duced farmers to enter into HTA con
tracts, particularly those with roll~over
features. by stating to farmers that "this
is a way to enter the futures market
without have to meet margin calls," or
"the 2 cent roll-over fee covers any margin
calls," or "it is perfectly safe to HTA con
tract for more than your production," or
"your only risk is in the basis," or "YOll
have no risk on the CBOT," or "multiple
year HTAs are safe and excellent plans,"
or "if the cash market is higher than the
HTA price you can se]] in the cash market
and there will be no problem," or "if you
have the corn to cover your contract you
have no real risk." Typically under state
law, a claim of fraud or misrepresenta
tion requires proofofa material represen
tation, that such representation was false,
that it was known to be false or made
recklessly without knowledge of truth or
falsity, made with the intent the hearer
would act on it, and was so relied upon
with resulting injury.n Remedies sought
include rescission or cancellation of the
HTA and actual and possibly punitive
damages. As explained hereinafter, such
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claims could also be pursued under the
CEA if the particular HTAs are not ex
empt as forward contracts.
Consider an argument based on the
hypothetical facts drawn from the Agri
cultural Outlook article as set forth in
Part I. of this article at 14 Agric. L. Up
date 2 (Aug. 1997). In Dec. 1995 when the
farmer did his first roll-over, the grain
dealer met the first margin call of .51
cents a bu. and rehedged (July 1996 con·
tact). Had the farmer physically deliv
ered in July 1996 rather than then roll
ing-over a second time, he would have
gotten $2.61 per bu., but at a time when
the local spot market was about $3.14.
The second margin call, met by the grain
dealer in July 1996, cost it$2.04 a bu. And
the spread went against the farmer when
the grain dealer rehedged in July 1996 (as
happened in the real world). Ifthe farmer
had physically delivered for .91 cents in
December 1996, this is the result. Assum
ing no further margin calls, the grain
dealer, to come out of this whole, needed
to recover .51 cents (first margin call),
plus $2.04 (second margin call l, plus its
.21 cent basis, for a total of$2.76. In the
physical transaction the grain dealer made
about $2.80 by selling in the terminal
market for an assumed $3.71 l$3.71 mi
nus .91 paid fanner :::: 2.80l. This as
sumes-for simplicity-that the grain
dealer sold Dec. 1996 futures at$3. 71 and
bought back at $3.71. As demonstrated,
the grain dealer ended up with $2.80 from
the physical transaction which covered
its two margin calls, its basis, and its
twice-assessed .02 cent roll-over fee (.51 +
2.04 + .21 + .04 = 2.80).
Who had the ultimate risk of the mar
gin calls when the HTA contract played
out according to its terms after the second
roll-over. As the facts just recited demon
strate, a strong argument can be made
that the fanner always had that risk.
Thus, any of the hypothetical representa
tions enumerated above, ifactuallv made
by a grain dealer to a fanner who relied
upon them, arguably could have been
actionable misrepresentations. The grain
dealer's response might be that since the
fanner was never long or short in the
futures market (e.g. CBOT), at least the
statements that the fanner would not
have to meet margin calls and would not
be exposed on the CHaT were not false.
Technically this may be so, but if the
economic risks imposed on farmers in
HTAs were based on price movements
and spreads tied to CBOT, such represen
tations arguably were misleading in tenns
of critical economic realities.

Grain dealers in some cases will seek to
prove that the litigant farmer had prior
experience hedging in futures markets,
had executed other HTA contracts, or
both. Thus, the argument will be that
such farmers knew and understood the
mechanisms of HTAs and either knew or
with a few minutes of calculations could
have illustrated for themselves the risks
that became reality. In such cases, the
essential element of farmer reliance on
gyain dealer representations may be found
to be missing. Feigned ignorance would
be an inappropriate and dangerous litiga
tion tactic for such farmers.
If the HTAs in a particular case are
alleged to be illegal off-exchange futures,
farmers could choose to base their fraud
and misrepresentation claims on the CEA,
or plead in the alternative under the CEA.
The remedy under CEA for losses sus
tained as a result of fraud is money dam
ages.:!~ While rescission ofthe HTAs is not
a remedy under the fraud section of CEA,
it is an available remedy pursuant to the
federal Declaratory Judgment Act.:.!9 This
strategy is being pursued in the counter
claims of farmers in the North Central
F.S., Inc. Iitigatlon. J,j
Would it make a difference if the gyain
dealer making the representations was a
cooperative and arguably owed a fidu
ciary duty to member patrons? This, of
course, suggests a distinct, though farm
from well-recognized, cause of action. 31
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A.bsence of delivery term
In some instances, farmers may argue,
based solely on state law, that they have
no contractual obligation to deliver under
particular HTA contracts. Several sce
narios are theoretically possible: the HTA
contract is so sketchy as to lack enforce
able language:n ; the HTA contract is for
more quantity than fanner could possibly
produce during the crop year thus under
cutting any suggesting of an intent of the
parties that there be mandatory physical
delivery; or the contract contemplates
indefinite roll-overs. If there is no con
tractual obligation on the fanner to de
liver physical commodities, the farmer
has an obvious defense to an action for
specific performance or for damages for
breach for failure to deliver. In this con
text, resolving whether or not the particu
lar HTAcontracts are illegal off-exchange
futures contracts would not be essential
to the fanners' case. But, within these
suggested fact patterns are hints of ille
gal agricultural options.
If the contract is silent on time of deliv
ery or has no apparent limits on roll
overs, there is a good chance that the
gyain dealer will nevertheless seek to
enforce physical delivery on one of a num
ber of theories: implied reasonable time

to perform; "good faith" requirement; or
past course ofdealing of the parties. What
becomes interesting at this point is
whether a court will go along wi th any of
these arguments-if otherwise available
in the law of the jurisdiction-if the par
ticular HTA is found to be an illegal off
exchange futures contract, as explained
in the following section of this article.:>:>
Some HTAs have specific clauses al
lowing farmers to cancel rather than do
physical delivery. Such clauses typically
have a per bu. cancellation fee, perhaps 5
cents, and a requirement that the fanner
cover losses to the gyain dealer resulting
from rolling, less rolling fees. Even if the
HTA is found not to be an unenforceable
illegal off-exchange futures or option con
tract, there is a potential repudiation of
contract issue if the grain dealer refuses
to accept further roll-overs and demands
a cash settlement-absent a specific con·
tract right to do SO.34
The fact patterns in these cases vary
significantly, in part because there is little
consistency in terms in HTA contracts
and in part because the actual conduct of
the parties often varies markedly from
their written contracts. Thus, outcomes
cannot be predicted just because there is
an initial determination that an HTA is
involved.

Illegal off-exchange futures contracts
Ifcertain HTA contracts are found to be
illegal off-exchange futures contracts,
what are the ramifications? Since 1921,
contracts for "future" delivery of com
modities have been required to be traded
on designated exchanges overseen by the
Commodity Futures Trading Commission
(CFTC) and self-regulated by the ex
changes themselves. Off-exchange trad
ing of futures is illegal unless the CITC
has used its statutory exemptive author
ity.J5
From the perspective ofthe grain dealer
and others who may have promoted ille
gal off-exchange futures contracts, there
can be problems with the CFTC Division
of Enforcement, which may administra
tively seek cease and desist orders and
the assessment of civil and criminal pen
alties.~" From the perspective of farmers
caught in demands to deliver under HTA
contracts, the strategy might be to argue
that the cash forward contract exclusion
in the CEA is inapplicable and that the
particular HTAs, as illegal off·exchange
futures contracts, should be avoided and
not enforced as a matter of public policy.
As David Barrett points out in his article:
.... .it is a general rule of contract law that
agreements involving promises that are
otherwise illegal or immoral are not en
forceable."17 Of course, illegality does not
always equal unenforceability, particu

larly under the Restatement view.J~ The
challenging issue is whether the public
policy concerns will be deemed strong
enough to let a farmer who up front fully
understood the risks of rolling over an
HTA (assumed here to be an illegal fu
tures contract) will simply get to walk
away from the deal he initiated and let
the financial loss fall totally on the gyain
dealer.
Some HTA contracts may fall within
the definition of cash fOrYIard contracts
and thus be exempt from federal regula
tion. The CEA provides that "[t]he term
'future delivery' as used herein shall not
include any sale of any cash commodity
for deferred shipment or dehvery.":J" The
CFTC in 1979 in In re Stovall set out
factors it will consider in distinguishing
cash fOrYIards from futures. 4o Futures con
tracts are those "entered into primarily
for the purpose of assuming or shifting
the risk of change of value of commodi
ties."41 Cash fOrYIard contracts serve the
purpose of "transferring ownership of the
actual commodities. ".j~ Norm Thorson
points out in the context of Stovall that
"[£lactors which might result in a pur
ported cash fOrYIard contract being de
nominated a future include the identity of
parties to the contract, whether or not the
contract terms are standardized, and
whether delivery obligations are gener
ally perfonned or whether offset is the
rule."4.1 However, as one court has put it,
"no bright-line definition or list ofcharac
terizing elements is determinative."44
As to HTA contracts, the applicability
ofthe exclusion will have to resolved case
by-case. Ifno delivery obligation is found
to have been imposed on the farmer, the
probability is strong that the contract is
an off-exchange futures contract or op
tion, not a cash forward contract. The
more interesting issue is whether flex
HTAs that allow roll-overs into the suc
ceeding crop year or years, but that re
quire eventual physical delivery, could
nevertheless be illegal off-exchange fu
tures contracts.
The argument for a "yes" (illegal--cash
forward exclusion inapplicable) answer
might proceed like this. When roll-overs
actually occur, the "hedge" transaction
that is closed out by the gyain dealer
actually turns into a specuJati ve transac·
tion because there is no physical transac·
tion associated with it. Thus, the margin
call, ifone there be, results in speculative
losses that, as in the hypothetical HTA
contract from Agricultural Outlook (Part
I, supra). are eventually passed on to the
farmer-though disguised in the spread,
It is only in the physical transaction re
sulting after the final roll-over (second
roll-over in the hypothetical> that the
true characteristics of a cash fOrYIard
Continued on page 6
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contract are present. When physical dew
livery ultimately results, the argument
goes, the overriding effect of the entire
HTA will not have been to give the farmer
up front assurance of a price, but to allow
the farmer the option to indirectly win (or
lose) in speculative transactions. The fact
that the parties to the HTA may not have
so characterized their contract cannot
erase the fact that futures markets are
not predictable and that an upwfront analy
sis of different market scenarios at the
time of HTA contract formation would
have revealed the speculative risk associ
ated with roll-overs. Neither party, the
argument continues, expected delivery if
the spot market was unexpectedly high at
the point ofchoice between physical deliv
ery and roll-over, and it is exactly in this
setting that the decision to roll-over ex
posed the farmer to speculative risk. That
being the case, the argument is that the
contract falls outside the "narrow read
ing" of the cash forward exclusion and
falls into the category of transactions
where the Congressional missions of the
CEA come into play-to authorize mar
kets, to require full disclosures, and to
require timely margin calls directed to
the party at risk. Put another way, even if
an eventual binding delivery obligation
existed in an HTA, the losses sustained in
connection with individual roll-overs ar
guably are essentially the same as had
there been no delivery obligation.
The argument for a "no" answer (not an
illegal off-exchange futures) under the
same hypothetical would focus heavily on
the physical delivery requirement; the
chance for the farmer to benefit under
most HTAs from a narrowing basis; evi
dence that the parties were capable of
making and taking physical delivery; the
nonstandard nature of the contracts; the
reality that the farmer could have elected
never to roll-over to a new crop year and
could have made physical delivery as in
any standard cash forward contract; the
reality that once the farmer decided to
roll-over, the farmer typically profits in
the cash spot market and simply has a
new cash forward obligation with a recal
culated price; and the fact that the fanner
is never forced into a recalculated price
but so opts knowing that price as well as
the immediate benefit of a sale of the
commodity in the spot market. The "no"
(not illegal) answer might be bolstered if
the evidence 1n the particular case shows
the fanners intended to rollwover only
and in fact rolled-over only when the
basis had failed to narrow as expected or
anticipated production fell short. It might
further be bolstered if the HTA contained
no contractual right in the farmer to off
set, as opposed to making eventual actual
delivery. And the "no" (not illegal) arguw
ment might get a strong boost if it is
demonstrated that under the contract

between the parties, roll-overs could take
place only if requested by the farmer and
individually agreed to by the grain dealer
on acase-by-case basis. However, the "no"
argument could fall apart ifprior to com
mitting to rollwover, the fanner is not
informed of the recalculated HTA con
tract price.
In his article, Matthew Cole has
summed up as follows: "Even contracts
with a rolling provision may be legal as
long as actual delivery of grain is speci
fied; however, some long rolling provi
sions may be illegal regardless of deliv·
ery. According to some. even rolling into
the next crop year is speculative because
crop years act independently ofeach other.
Others feel that the market can be pre
dicted one or two years ahead, and hence
only the longer rolling periods are specu·
lative. A speculative HTA usually will
have such faults with delivery or rolling.
Courts may assert that unpredictable
events such as weather or pest infesta
tion may make rolling beyond the current
crop year speculative."15
The GAO has concluded: "CFTC or a
court could find somehedge-to-arrive con
tracts or other variations on agricultural
forwards to be futures or agricultural
trade options. Either finding could make
them illegal and unenforceahle, provided
the contracts did not quali (v for the ~wap.s
exemption."~llSwaps are private contracts
that require counterparties to make pay
ments to each other based on certain
calculations over a specified period. The
CFTC swaps exemption allows exempted
swaps to trade legally outside regulated
exchanges, subject however to rertain
antifraud provisions. Exempted swaps
require among other things eligible par
ticipants, and it is doubtful that most
farmers who entered into HTAs so qualify.
RICO
In Eby v. Producers Co-op, Inc. J7 farm
ers allege that grain dealer engaged in
mail fraud and wire fraud, "predicate
acts" for RICO c1aims.~" Farmers claim
that grain dealer sent the HTA and roll
overs through the mail and confirmed
futures ron tracts the same way. It also is
alleged that telephone lines were used to
effectuate HTA contracts as well as fu
tures transactions on the Ch1cago Board
of Trade. These claims were dismissed by
the district judge under Rule 12(b)(6) bo
ca use mail and wire fraud had not been
pleaded with sufficient particularity-the
what, when, and how ofeach act were not
set forth, just legal conclusions.
The judge in Eby also noted that to
establish an 18 U.s.C. § 1962(c) RICO
violation, a civil plaintiff must prove con w
duct of an enterprise through a pattern of
racketeering activity. Farmers failed to
sufficiently allege that the grain dealer
participated in the farmers' production
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operatlons. Thejudgealsonoted that farm
ers had not stated a viable 1962(a) claim
because they did not plead a separate and
traceable injury stemming directly from
the grain dealer's alleged use or invest
ment ofthe illegally obtained income from
the alleged RICO enterprise. Whether
RICO will work for any farmers in HTA
cases remains to be seen-but farmers
who fully performed at great loss under
rolled over HTAs might try very deta1led
RICO pleadings as a possible avenue into
federal court.

*

CFTC 1996 Interpretive Letter
This discussion would not be complete
without mention of CFTC Interpretive
Letter No. 96.41.'" Dated May 15, 1996, it
recognizes the existence of disputes over
many HTAcontracts and seeks to encour
age settlements by "providl ingl certainty
to producers and elevators that cash pay
ments may be used, in whole or in part, to
unwind, or in connection with a work·out
or the restructuring of, certain existing
contracts for the delivery of grain, \\'here
the parties have mutually agreed to do so
through a separately-negotiated settle
ment, entered into subsequent to entry
into the original contract." In othrr words,
the status under federal Jaw of HTA con
tracts in existence as of.\-tay I i'l. 1996 will
not be determined by ('FTC U:-.l11g the
failure to make physical delivery and the
ensuing settlement by the parties as evi
dence of illegal off-exchange future:-3.
The same Letter include:::; a Statement
of Guidance from the ('FTC Di\·i.e-ion of
EconomicAnalysis indicating that con
tracts that adhere to and do not mate
rially deviate from stated principles
should in its opinion be construed to fall
within the forward contract exdusion
of the CEA: (1) require mandator~' de
livery, absent an intervening event ",uch
as a crop failure, ofa sperified quantity
and grade of grain at a specified loca
tion and reference prire by a specified
date with the crop-year during which
the crop is harvested; (2) he for fl quan
tity to he delivered which is reasonahly
related to the producer's annual pro
duction, not committed elsewhere and
normally available for merchandizing
and at a location whereby delivery can
be made by the producer under normal
merchandizing practices; (3) specify a
delivery date and futures contract
month reference price which coincides
with the crop-year during which the
grain will be harvested; and 141 permit,
where such contracts include provisions
allowing the "rolling" ofreference prices,
that reference prices only be rolled se
quentially from a nearby to a more
deferred futures contract month in the
same crop-year within whirh the grain
is, or will be harvested, to renect the
production and inventory-carrying na
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ture of the cash position. 50
The CFTC Statement then sets Qut ref
erence mon ths by crop years for various
commodities. Caveat. It must be observed
that these tests are not going to have an
impact on HTA litigation involving con
tracts made prior to May 15, 1996. The
Statement is an after-the-fact declara
tion. n01 tied to any specific set of facts,
and interpretive only. For a helpful legal
commentary on the entire Interpretive
Letter, see Chris Kelley's in depth article
in the June 1996, Agricultural Law Up
date:" l
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Legal side effects of the HTA crisis
Legal side-effects of the HTA crisis are
already being felt, but it is beyond the
scope of this article to explore them. How
shall HTA contracts be handled in farmer
bankruptcies? Susan Schneider has writ
ten about this in the October 1996 issue of
Agricultural Law Update .."1 How many
elevator failures will occur-resulting in
take-overs or complex bankruptcies?,'i·1 Is
the refusal of a farmer to perform under
an HTA or to amicably settle claims
grounds for expulsion when the grain
dealer is a cooperative? Can cooperatives
deny membership to farmers who have
defaulted on HTAs with other elevators?
Cole has alluded to the latter issue in his
article.:H The questions just raised prob
ably are but the "tip of the iceberg" as to
the fallout from the HTA crisis.

Ag trade aptions
On .June 9, 1997, the CFTC ;ssued an
advance notice of proposed rule making
on the possibility of its lifting the long
standing ban on off-exchange agricultu ral
trade options..~.~ If made available, farm
ers would be able to make an agreement
with an elevator "for the right, but not the
obligation, to sen a specific amount of
grain at a pre-set price. If prices rose by
the delivery date, the farmer would pay a
premium to get out ofthe agreement and
sell his crop elsewhere."t'>6 Some suggest
that the past availability of such options
might have headed off the use of HTAs
and the considerable risk associated with
the so-called "old-crop-new-crop spread."
Whether such options, ifpermitted, should
somehow be regulated is a pressing issue.
At a minimum the CFTC would ha ve the
authority to investigate allegations of
fraud or unlawful representations. Rules
as to disclosures, education and eligibil
ity to buy and sell could be promulgated. 38
But, potential difficulties with oversight
and enforcement have been suggested.
Clearly, in an era without income sup
ports, grain producers are looking for
ways to take advantage of rising prices
rather than being locked into traditional
devices such as cash forward contracts,
and so the pressure is on to lift the ban on
these options. ~~

Conclusion
Expect several years oflitigation to sort
out HTAs entered into in recent years.
Given the vast differences in fact pat
terns, be prepared for farmers to win
some cases and grain dealers others. And,
many of the issues raised in this article
should soon get clarification as opinions
discussing substantive, not just proce
dural, issues emerge from the courts.
New HTAeontraets that follow the 1996
CFTC Guidelines are not totally risk free
and are not somehow immune from chal
lenge in the courts. Other marketing strat
egies, while more conservative, may be
the best in terms of legal advice. The
traditional cash forward contract, when
properly handled, can protect a farmer
against a falling market with minimum
risk. Price later or deferred pricing con
tracts (within the marketing year) can be
used by farmers but have their own set of
risks-falling prices, widening basis, and
grain dealer insolvency. Agricultural trade
options, if sanctioned by the CFTC, may
be attractive, but premium risks in wildly
fluctuating markets need to be carefully
assessed up front. New forms of revenue
protection insurance are interesting, not
to capture rising markets, but to bring
income stability to farmers:'i9
The crlsis with HTAs should at least
generate new thinking about the future of
grain marketing and instill a measure of
caution in all concerned for some years to
corne. Disclosure of risks should be the
theme of the day for any marketing pro
gram, whether required by specific stat
ute or regulation, or simply by the general
law of fraud and misrepresentation. fill
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